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ABSTRACT

Cb of it greatest problems facing structural engineers at the presnt time is a proper
deflnition of the tharbulce-environment at low level. The power spectral density approach
is onsiderod to be the most roasonable to use In defining this emvironment. Prosently published
data# while In power spectral form,, do not Wppear to be adequate. Because a critical need for
low-level design criteria edsts, low-level power spectral exoeedanoe curvea have been de-
rived from a •B-4 low-level gust study, an F-106 low-level high-intensity gust program, and
B-52 fleet service experience. These data indicate that low-level lateral turbulence Is from 15
to 30 percent more severe than vertical turbulence. Much additional eff'ort Is required in the
area of low-level turbulence before structural engineers can have complete confidence In
their low-love turbulence design criteria.
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WRTODUCTION

When an aircraft must be designed to operate for extended periods close to the terrain
over which it Is flying, a number of problems must be solved by the structural engineer.
Most of these problems have known solutions when toe environment can be defined. Howr-
ever, when the environment has not been prprly defined. the problems of the structural
engineer Increase tremendously.

Today, ons of the greatest problems being faced by strtictural engineere Is the lack ofJ
a proper defintion of the low-level turtulezace-environmient. Thii definitions needd Is for
alttudes between zero and one tlvusand feet above th terrain. This report, therefore, will
be limited to a discussion of low-level hturblenoe.

Although United States Air Foroe aircraft have been operating at low altitudes for th last
several years, most of their time has been spent In the bigtsst obstacle clearonce mode,
where the aircraft maintains an altitude of at least 1000 teet above the highest obstacle
within a distance of 5 nautical miles. This, the average altitude above the terrain Is well
over 1000 feet, as can be seen In Figure 1(a) (see Appendix). With to advent of advanced
radar equipmenet, the B-52 bomber began to operate In do contour, or terrain avoidance
mode, where the aircraft maintains an altitude of 500 feest, or lower, above do terrain In
Its Immediate vicinity. This mode at operation Is shown In Figure 1(b).

As more sophisticated radar and flight control systm become available,, more and more
aircraft will be exposed to the low-level environment for extendeod periods of time. This
would not be particularly disturtilng were It not for the fact that to B-SI has wterierened
structural difficulties while operating In the low-level contour mode.

The B-52 has experienced various degree of structural damage as a result of mexsiave

loads on the empennage. These load were caused by severe turbulence generated by high
winds over rough terrain The 3-52 Ise to only large USAF aircraft that has operatsid In the
ginal design requirement, It was not sufficient to protect the &alrji In thi low-level environ-
Meent.

While data did exist on B-S2 low-level contour opwrations and could be applied prprly,
bthe~ Improved B-62, exteuion of them daft to othr aircraft could be subject to error.
It Is, therefore, imperative that a realistic onvironmental definition be nmad 11br the structural
iesipn of amy low-level strike aircraft. This definition is requireid hrm both fagtigi an over-
load smtanponts.

This report outlines a recommoended analytical procedure O shatuld be agd and O data
&dt are presently available an presents a low-level. ..essowneital 'erpomthat catld
25 used In th design of -n aircraft that mIs operate In th low-l~evel wavircameat.

"Room
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SECTION~ II

TEXl ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

Dwlnnng the la~st few years. the power spectral density approach has become widely recognized
aogaircraf~t structural engineers as the most realistic method for analyzing sirc raft loads

in turbulence. This approach has been, and Is being, used in the fatigue anhlysis of several
US"P aircraft, awl recently it was used to establish the ultimate load requirement In the design
of thr improved B-52.

The pwr spectral analysis Is based on the promise that amspheric turbulence can be
defined as a continuous random disturbance described by power spectral density functions of
the gust velocity time history and the probability distributions of root- me an- square gust
velocities (Reference 1).

The selection of a gust power spectral shape to use in the derivation of the turbulence model
in Important, since the response characteristics of the airplane depend on this function. There
is considerable controversy as to just whatthepower spectral shape should be. Many analysts
advocate a power spectrum that decars with Increasing frequency by a minus two power law,
and others hold that a minus five-thirds power law gives a better fit to the data. The value of,
the scale parameter, L, is also a matter of oontrc'versy. T"he reader should note that, as L
becomes larger, more power Is shifted Into the lower frequencies of the power spect~rum, as
can be seen from Equation (1). Scale parameters an low as 200 feet (Reference 2) and as high
as 5000 feet (Reference 3) have been mentioned for low-altitude clear-air bturulence. At the
premet time, no obvious resolution of these two controversies to In sight; however, it seems
reasonable that, if a consistent procedure Is established with respect to the use of the power
spectral density funclion, any of the spectra derived from measured data should cause no
significant errors.

Most of the effort In the analyses of aircraft in the United States has Involved t'w use of the
"NACA"1 (llesrence 1) power spectral shape. For low level, the current military speclflcation
(Reference 4) requires that a scale parameter, L, of 500 feet should be used with the NACA
power spectrun. The parameter L and the NACA power spectrum have been used in this report
for low-level turbulence, and the relationship is expressed as

T (#+nl2L) t

Tha second relation Giat must be svwcfled to describe the turbulence io the probability
density distribut:ion of root-mean- square gust velocities. Reference 5 suggests that the
distribution Is of the form expressl %A

/2"Pt2b V2
f (4ou) + ir. 2

where th subscripts, 1 and 2 represent non-storm and storm turbulence, respectively, the
parameter P specifies th peroenase of time s'pent In each type of burbulenco, anm the par am-
eter b Is a meaowre of the intensity of each type of turbulence. The relationship for f(%r)
specified by Iquat' on (2) Indicates that the probability of occurrence of CP Is the sum of two
folded Gaussian di stributlons. The folding, which merely multiplies the standard expression
of th Gaussian r-mbabllity function by two, Is requred since molnot-meanp-sqaares cannot be

2
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negetive. It is of Interest to note that the quantity, b, Is the sta-,dard deviatlon of the distribu-
tion of root-mean-square gust velocities for each type of tuitulence.

If we use the equations derived by Rice (Reference 6) and the procdare of Reference 1, the

relationship between any response parameter, y of the airplane, and the turbulence environment
can be expressed

M(y) z NO f(ou )Y/2A2U dou (3)

In which M(y) Is the average number of cycles per second of flight exceeding y. The quantity
denoted by N0 Is the characteristic frequency of the specified response, y, and is expressed

N0 V a1 PY(bd (4)
2i ,f ODZ ( ) d

The quantity, A, Is essentially the Integrated transfer function between turbulence Input and
response and Is expressed

A : -- [. (fl)TR (,a)d.Cl (5)

By substituting Equation (2) Into Equation (3) and carrying cot the integration, the probability
of equaling or exceeding the response parameters y, can be expremod

M(y) -y/Ab; -y/Ab 2 (
- • a Pj. + P.. 6

No

The reader should note that M(y)/NO Is the probability at reaohlng or ezceeding any respons

parameter, y, and y/A is a true gust velocity whose wavelength Is the most probable val.,e as
determined by the power spectrum used to oompute A. Thus, by assuming that the spectral

shape and b are, on an average, the same as for the measured atmosphere, gust probability
data based on peak counts of actual gust time histories may be dcrectly used as response

probability data. For the purposes of this paper y/A and UT are used Interchangeably, i.e.,

"M(y) F(U ) A2, . -O t a/ (7)

No0  2 P,

WIth the procedure presented thus far in this section, the data that have been ollected on

low-level turbulence can be examined and converted Into a form useful for design by specioyng
the paramseter P and b.

8
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SECTION M

DATA PRESENTLY AVAILABLE

More are several sources of data available for low-altitude turbulence. Only those da
that have been converted Into the power spectral form and actual,measured,true gust velociti
have been considered. Table I (me Appendix) shows some of these sources of data that ha
been generated in the United States. As can be seen, these sources do not agree in the
description of the environment at low altitude. It would be beneficial to examine each of the
data sources in order to assess their applicability to the problem.

The low-altitude data from NACA Technical Note 4332 (Reference 5) is based on domest
transport operations between zero and two thousand feet. It is believed that this type of oper
tion is not representative of the low-level military mission. In addition, the single degree-c
freedom dynamic analysis used to establish the transfer function, A, and thus the scale paraz
eter in the probability density distribution, b, appears to underestimate the actual value of
For example, the value of A computed from the single degree-of-freedom dynamic analys
has been shown to be from one-half to two-thirds of the value of A computed from a B-
16 degree-of-freedom dynamic analysis and a B-58 dynamic response flight test for the fif
conditions examined. There Is some evidence that this underestimation of A could be ev
greater for other flight conditions. Even though the configurations of transports are conside
ably different from those of the B-52 and B-58. a significant error can occur when the A frc
the single degree-of-freedom dynamic analysis is uped to convert operational data to specti
form. An underestimation of A will make the operational data look more severe than wot
be the case If amore realistic value of A were used. One further limitation to the TN 4332 ds
is that ho lateral gust& were considered.

The current USAF specification, MIL-A-8866, (Reference 4) for a low-level turbulence In;
is based on TN 4332 (Reference 5) with the following exceptions:

a. The scale parameter (scale of turbulence) in the power spectrum equation was decreas
to 500 feet for altitudes between zero and one thousand feet.

b. Turbulence of some magnitude exists 100 percent of the time at these altitu&

c. There is no "storm" or severe turbulence at these altitudes.

All except the latter assumption appear reasonable. Basedon the B-52 and F-106 experiencq
turbulence associated with high winds over rough terrain can be every bit as severe as thunde
storm tUrbulence. Since MIL-A-8866 was based on TN 4332 data, the "non-storm" or "norm
Wtrbulence model appears to overestimate the actual situation. Again, lateral gusts were j

ocozsidered.

The low-level turbulence data of ASD TDR 61-235* IS based primarily on B-CS tr ie gust velo
Ities taken from 200 to 1000 feet. ThIsdata source (TR 61-235) is probably the best avallab
but It too seems to underestimate severe low-level turbulence, and lateral gusts were not cc
sidered.

A recent United States Air Force publication (Reference 10) is based on B-52 low-lei
contour statistical loads (Vgh) data and severe turbulence encounters on B-52 aircraft. 7
data include maneuvers for terrain avoidance and combine Vgh data (vertical) with the B-
severe turbulence emounters (lateral). These data were considered acceptable for use for t
improved B-S2. but extension to other aircraft is open to question.

*Reference 8

4
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The B-66 low-level gust study data (toeerenoe 7). while Ulmited in sample size (1.5
Rours), is about the only souroe of low-level tbruxdenoe daia taken with a gust boom that
covers a wide variety of meteorological and boegrsphlical conditions. These data were
taken at altittdes between 200 and 1000 feet and oovered several locations In the United
States. The severe component of low-level turbulenoe due to high winds over rough terrain
was nut noted, because of the limited data runs that were made on this program. The B-66
program is believed to be quito valuable, however, In Identifying the non-storm or normal
low-level tu:-bleoe. Lateral and longitudinal tbtinoice data are available, also, which in--
creases the value of the program.

The F-10O low-level hIgh-Lntensity gust proram was conducted in the Sangre de Cristo
mountain range of Colorado and New Mexico during March and April of 1964. The purpose of
the program was to Identify the severe oomponent of low-level turbilence that was not noted
in the B-66 program. The aircraft was equipped with a gust boom to measure true gust
velocities. The data from this program ar" probably the most slgnafloant data on low-lovel
turbulence that have been collected in the last several years.

The subeequent section of this report will review the results of the B-66 and F-106 pro-
grams In conjunction with the B-52 operational experience to establish a low-level turbulence
model that can bb used in design.

*efEerence 9
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SECTION IV

RECOMMENDED TURBULENCE MODEL

Due to the limitations of all of the available dAta on low-level turbulence outlined in the
preceding sections, It is obvious that more data are required for a better assessment of low-
level tmrbulence design criteria and that there in an immediate need for specifying these
criteria. For these reasons, an assessmeat must be made of the limited data available at the
present time, and a low-level turbulence model must be established based on these data. To
this end, we have used the B-66 and F-106 gust data and the B-52 service experience data.

Primary peak count data from the B-66 program are shown in Figure 2. In order to in-
rrease the sample size, we added longitudinal and lateral peak counts to establish the lateral
data points shown In Figure 2. The lateral gusts are more severe than the vertical gusts by
a factor of about 15 percent. The straight lines of slope - 2.7 for vertical gusts and 3.1 for
lateral gusts give a good fit to the measured data, except at large valuoe of gust velocity
where the sample size Is quite small.

Primary peak count data for gusts over 40 ft/sec from the F-106 program are shown in
Figure 3. Again, the lateral gusts are more severe than the vertical gusts, but the factor is
a bit higher than In the "normal" turbulence case, i.e., the lateral turbulence Is 30 percent
more severe than the vertical turbulence. The straight lines givi a reasonable fit to the data
with slope - 10.65 for the vertical gusts and slope - 14.06 for the lateral case.

Table 1 represents the best estimate of the spectral gust velocities encountered by the
B-52 aircraft in low-level contour operation. The total low-level contour exposure time was
converted Into M(y)/NO form to allow these gust encounters to be plotted on a spectral

exceedance curve (Reference 11). SLice the B-52 gust encounters were lateral, these en-
counters have been used In establishing the lateral turbulence model.

The procedure used in constructing the low-level turbulence model is similar to that used
In Reference 5, I.e.. low-level turbulence Is broken down into two types, - "normal" turbu-
lence that Is due to convective action and mechanical turbulence under moderate wind condi-
tions, and "severe" turbulence that Is due to high winds over rough terrain. This Is analogous
o the non-storm and storm turbulence used in Reference 5.

The B-66 data were used to represent the normal type of low-level turbolence described
by b,, and the F-106 data were used to represent the severe type described by b2 . The pro-

portion of time spent in severe turbulence during the F-106 program cannot be used, because
the purpose of that operation was to find the severe turbulence as frequently as possible. The
B-66 program Indicated the presence of s turbulence 100 percent of the time, thus
P 1 + P2 - L0. To determine the percent of time spent In severe low-level turbulence (P2 ),
we can turn to the B-52 severe gust encounters. This portion of the curve is defined by ustng
the severe lateral turbulence slope, b2 , from the F-106 program and fitting a now severe
lateral turbulence exceedance curv through the B-52 lateral gust encounters. Since the per-
cent of time In turbulence (P2) must be the same vertically and laterally, the F-10 vertical
gust exceedance curve must pass through the same Intercept, P2 . The construction of this
curve Is shown In Figure 4. When the normal and severe turbulence environments arm con-
sidered together with the above derived values of P., P2 , bl# and b2 shown In Table 1I, the
final low-level exoeedance curves result as shown In Figure 5. These arm the reoommended
design curves for a low-level aircraft.

•6
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SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS

At the present time, low-level turbulence Ii wt well deflned, part1cula�i�y In regard to
the lateral component. A recommended low-level ezosedance curve has been derived, based
on B-4� and 7-106 data In ctn�jimcUon with B-52 gust enoou�trs. The curve Indicates that
lateral turbulence can l� from 15 to 20 percent more severe than vertical turbulence at low
level.

AA�dItlcsa1 wo!k is required. particularly In the flight test area, to re-Inforce or modify
the recommended low-level turbulence model. Further Investlgatlone of turbulence data
should be med. as a function of meteorological and topographical conditions.

Au aircraft are entering this new environment, much more Intensive effort Is required to
give the designer an accurate, usable set of design criteria that will Insure the desired level
of structural relIabIlIty and Insure that the aircraft has the masimum capability to fulfill Its
mission.

7
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TABLE I

SOURCES'FOR LOW-LEVEL TURBULENCE DATA

DATA SOURCE
AND TYPE OF L
DATA P1 b, Pq be (feet) SPECTRUM

NACA TN 4332 NACA
0-2000 ft 0. 34 4.6 0.00025 9.4 1000 (Refereuce 1)

MIL-A-8866
O-1O00 ft 1.0 3.9 0 500

ASD-TR-61-235
0-1000 ft 1.0 2.72 0.01 5.44 500

SEG-TDR 64-24
low level contour 0. 9974 3. 62 0. 0026 7.62 1000

B-66, vertical
peak count 1.0 2.7 - -

B-66, lateral
peak count 1.0 3.1 * •

F-106, vertical
peak count 0.068 10.65 *

F-106, lateral
peak count 0.068 14.06 *

*Assamed NACA Power SpectrumnL u 500 ft

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK
11
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TABLE 11

B-S2 HIGH LATERAL GUST LOAD OCCURRENCES*

Gross Weight Speed y/A
(lb.) (Knots) M(y)/No (feet per second)

-7
3301,000 325 2.5 x 10 53

275,000 390 1.8 x 10. 55

361,000 350 1.2 x 107 63

348,000 280 6.0 z 10 8  71

*Accidents and Incidents due to lateral loads. All occurred in the
presence of high winds over rough terrain.

TABLE IIl

LOW-LEVEL TURBULENCE PARAMETERS

L*
P, I Pe (feet)

Vertical Gust 0.99999 2. 7 0.00001 10.65 500

Lateral Gust 0.99999 3.1 0.00001 14.06 500

*"NACA" Power Spectrum

12
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(a) HIGHEST OBSTACLE CLEARANCE

(b) CONTOUR OR TERRAIN AVOIDANCE

Figur 1. Modkw of Lop-Lev1 Op. ratio.
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Figure 3. Gusts Over 40 Feet per Second With F-106; Based on High-Intensity
Gust Investigation During 32.15 Hours
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Ons of the greatest problems facing structural engineers at the present time is a
prpr definition of the turbulence -erwiro~msrt at low level. The power spectral

density approach is considered to be the most reasonable to use in defining this
environvunt. Presently published data, 'while in power spectral form, do not appear
to be adequiate, Becau-s a critical rood for low-level design criteria exists,
lowe-level power spectral exceedance curves have been derived from a B-66 low-level
gust study, an F-l06 low-level high-intensity gust program, and B-52 fleet servioe
exprience. These data indicat, that low-level lateral turbulence is from 15 to
30 percent more sevre than vertical turbulence. Much additional effort is re-
quired in the area of low-level turbulence before structural engineers can hame

cc~.itqconfidence in their low-level turbulence design criteria.
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